PROGRAM

CONFERENCE MODERATOR - Lucy Abraham

09:30-09:40  Opening session
Amos Schocken, Publisher, Haaretz

09:40-09:50  President of Israel Reuven Rivlin

10:00-10:30  Shifting Solutions in the Region and the Future of MEEP – the role of the EU
Christian Danielsson, Director General for Neighbourhood and Enlargement Negotiations, European Commission

10:30-10:40  Immigration Absorption Minister, Minister for Jerusalem Affairs and Minister of Strategic Affairs, MK Ze’ev Elkin

10:40-11:40  Jerusalem and the Religious Factor in the Conflict – Reconciliation or Explosion?
Moderator: Nir Hasson, Haaretz correspondent in Jerusalem
Batya MEROSHCHIK, Citizens Accord - Coordinator for the Movement against Discrimination, Minister of Strategic Affairs, MK Michael Oren
Shlomo CECCHINI, Israeli Ambassador to the European Union and head of the Center for Strategic Studies at Hebrew University
Professor Rachel Elson, Department of Jewish Thought, Hebrew University
Bashy AYUB, head of the Arab community center in Jerusalem
Shauli FLESH, head of the Jerusalem Council
Shadi RAAD, head of the Southern Branch of the Islamic Movement and Director of the Adam Center
Elazar SASSON, MK, Chairman of the Knesset Education Committee, Shas

11:40-12:00  Jerusalem Mayor, Nir Barkat

12:00-12:10  Break

12:10-12:40  The Arab Peace Initiative Is Still Here
Chemi Shalev, U.S. Editor, Haaretz; interviewed with Saudi Prince, Thani al-Asal

12:40-13:00  Tourism Minister and Minister for Liaison Between the Government and the Knesset, MK Yariv Levin

12:00-13:00  The Blood-soaked Conflict – A View from Abroad
Moderator: Raviv Drucker, investigative reporter, political analyst and producer of The Source
Zeev B. Begin, former Minister of Defense, member of the Likud faction
Alafia HOREV, CEO of the Israel Conference on Peace
Peter BEINART, journalist and author, The New York Review of Books
Rabbi Hiba L. Husseini, former head of Mossad, former Minister of Defense, head of the Citizens Accord

13:00-14:40  Dialogue Learning - Led by the Citizens Accord Forum Between Jews and Arabs in Israel
A public dialogue event on “Dialogue Learning – Led by the Citizens Accord”

14:40-14:50  The number of tickets is limited. Ensure your place now!
To register, go to Htz.li/peace2015eng

ISRAEL CONFERENCE ON PEACE

November 12, 2015, David Intercontinental Hotel, Tel Aviv

For Details: registration@thinkcontent.co.il | 02-794942
Simultaneous translation courtesy of the Embassy of Finland

* Attendance contingent on advance payment